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SAMMANFATTNING 
Syfte: Syftet med detta projekt var att utvärdera kvaliteten på de digitala röntgenbilder som 

genereras med en On-Board imager® (OBI), monterad på en medicinsk linjäraccelerator på 

radioterapiavdelningen på Karolinska Universitetssjukhuset. Dessa kilovoltbilder används för 

att verifiera patientens position på behandlingsbordet, inför behandling, för att reducera risken 

att friskvävnad bestrålas i onödan. Detta utförs genom en online ortogonal 2D-2D 

matchningsteknik innan strålningen leveras. 

Material och metoder: OBI-system, utvecklad av Varian Medical System, erbjuder en 

protokoll med exponeringsparametrar för att hjälpa användaren att välja lämpliga inställningar 

för exempelvis lämplig rörström och spänning under bildtagningen de digitala 

kilovoltbilderna. Under detta projekt skapades flera testbilder tagna med ändrade 

exponeringsparametrarna i de befintliga protokollen. Dessa testbilders kontrast bedömdes 

sedan och jämfördes med bilder tagna med de förinställda parametrar från Varians protokoll. 

Resultat och slutsats: En utvärdering av de experimentella testbilderna, i jämförelse med 

bilder skapade med det befintliga protokollet, visade att en justering av exponeringsfaktorer 

inte leder till något signifikant förbättring av bildernas kontrast.  

Nyckelord: Exponeringsfaktorer, Rörspänning, Rörström, Kontrast 
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ABSTRACT  

Purpose: The purpose of this project was to evaluate the quality of kilo Voltage- digital 

radiography images that are provided by an On-Board imager® (OBI) mounted on a medical 

linear accelerator at the Radiotherapy department of Karolinska University Hospital. The 

digital kV-images are used to verify patient position on the treatment table, in order to reduce 

healthy tissue irradiation, using an online orthogonal set of 2D-2D matching technique, before 

the treatment delivery.  

Material and methods: The OBI- system elaborated by Varian Medical System offers an 

exposure factor protocol in order to help users to choice proper exposure factors, as proper 

tube current and tube voltage, during acquisition of kV-images. In this project several test 

images were performed by changing the exposure factors. Further the test images quality 

regarding, quality index contrast, was assessed and compared with the image performed by 

the existent Varian protocol.  

Result and Conclusion: Evaluation of the tests images shows that changing of the exposure 

factors doesn’t result in any significant improvement of kV-images contrast as compared to 

images created with the existent protocols parameters.  

Key Words: Exposure factors, Tube Voltage, Tube current, Contrast  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Radiation therapy hand in hand with surgery and chemotherapy is the most common 

treatment form for cancer diseases. The most common type of radiotherapy is external 

radiation therapy. The external-beam radiation therapy is delivered from outside the body, 

generally using a machine called linear accelerator, a Linac. The main goal of radiation 

therapy is to achieve tumor control, while the surrounding healthy tissue is protected from the 

radiation, in order to reduce side effects or complications. For this reason, treatment must be 

carefully planned and delivered. It requires comprehensive planning and preparation [1].  

 

 

 

Picture 1: Shows the Radiation therapy process 
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1.1 The radiation therapy process 

1.1.1 Immobilization 

Before the treatment starts, the patient has to undergo a preparation process. This process 

generally begins with a choice or produce of an immobilization system. The immobilization 

systems may be a head mask, a body molds or other accessories. The immobilization is used 

to reduce patient movement and increase patient position precision. The precise patient 

positioning on the treatment table is called patient Setup. This position must be precise and 

reproducible, since the patient has the same setup during the treatment preparation and the 

daily treatments. A precise patient positioning minimize the risk that healthy tissue being 

exposed to radiation and maximize the chance that target be expose with the adequate dose. In 

some cases the patient is marked with skin marks or tattoos which patient later on will be 

positioned based on, in order to reproduce the right treatment position by aligning the room 

lasers to these marks. Room lasers are three alignment visual green lasers that are mounted in 

the treatment room and the cross sections of theses laser is the rotation center of the 

accelerator. The choice of immobilization devices and where the patient receives skin markers 

or tattoos depends on which region of the body will be treated. [1].  
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1.1.2 3D Anatomy 

Computer Tomography images (CT- images) are acquired with intention to screening the 

patient’s anatomy and the location of the tumor. These images are used to design a treatment 

plan, with different field directions and to create the reference images called Digitally 

Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs) Picture 2 and Picture 3. DRRs are required for later use 

during the treatment process [1, 2]. 

 

 

Picture 2: Shows a frontal DRR of Thorax region 

 

Picture 3: Shows a lateral DRR of Thorax region 
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1.1.3 Contouring 

The visible tumor volume is outlined by an oncologist on the planning 3D CT-images, and is 

called Gross Tumor Volume (GTV). With the consideration of microscopic diseases, a margin 

is added to the GTV, called the Clinical Target Volume (CTV). According to the account of 

daily setup errors and internal organs movement, which can cause differences between the 

intended and actual dose distribution to the CTV, a further margin is also added to CTV 

called Planning Target Volume (PTV). The Picture 4 shows an example of these margins, 

outlined on the planning CT, for a patient with lung cancer [1, 2]. 

 

 

Picture 4: Shows an example of the margin in radiation therapy 

 

1.1.4 Dose planning 

During dose planning a treatment plan forms by a team consist of a radiation oncologist, a 

radiation technician and medical physicists. The treatment plan determines the direction and 

the size of treatment field in order to cover the PTV with the prescriptive dose.  
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1.2 Uncertainty in radiation therapy 

In clinical application of radiotherapy a high geometrical accuracy is required however there 

are many error sources that may affect the accuracy of treatment preparation and the delivery 

of the treatment. Errors in radiotherapy are mostly geometrical uncertainty and can be divided 

into two elements, inter and intra fractional errors. Inter-fractional errors are the setup 

displacement between each of the treatment fractions, while the intra-fractional error is patient 

movement during the delivery of the treatment fraction, caused by the internal organ motion. 

These errors are consistent of systematic and random error components. The systematic errors 

are generally introduced during the treatment preparation stages and affect the entire 

treatment. For instance it may result from an inaccurate placing of immobilization devices 

during treatment preparation. The systematic errors cause a constant divergence in patient 

setup, and a consequence of this is a constant shift in the same direction in the dose 

distribution [1, 2].
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Figure 1: Shows the impact of systematic errors in dose distribution 

 

Random errors particularly occur during daily treatments, and are typically dependent on 

setup error, organs motion and changes in patient anatomy addicted to weight loss and leading 
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to a day to day variation in different directions, for different fractions, resulting in a blur in 

the dose distribution [1, 2, 11].  
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Figure 2: Shows impact of random errors in dose distribution. 

 

The PTV margin is intended to compensate the geometrical uncertainty and several margin 

recipes have been developed to calculate it, but the most common formula to account PTV 

margin is the                as shown in the equation below [11]. 

 

                     (1) 

 

 

∑= quadratic sum of standard deviation (SD) of all systematic errors 

  = quadratic sum of standard deviation (SD) of all random errors 
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1.3 The role of kV X- ray imaging  

In spite of the fact that the PTV margin is needed to ensure that the CTV receives the 

adequate dose, these margins are also resulting an increased healthy tissue irradiation. By 

implementing of an on board Kilo voltage (kV) X- ray imaging system for verifying patient 

set up and target localization before the treatment delivery, it may be possible to reduce these 

margins to some degree and spare normal tissue from the radiation [ 2, 14].  

 

At the Karolinska University hospital, department of Radiotherapy, an On- Board imager 

system (OBI) is used to provide on-line image guided radiation therapy (IGRT). 

 

This OBI -system was developed by Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, Ca, USA. It offers 

the opportunity to perform kilo-Voltage digital radiography images (kV- images), Cone-Beam 

CT images (CBCT-images) and megavoltage (MV) portal images. The kV images are used 

for correcting setup errors and improve the treatment accuracy by using an online 2D-2D 

matching technique before the treatment delivery. This means that two kV image sets are 

acquired, an AP (Anterior -posterior) image and a RL (Right- Left). This orthogonal image 

pairs gives us 2D bony anatomy information.  

 

By comparing the acquired images with the reference images (DRR) from dose planning 

system a set up correction in x, y, z will be displayed. The corrections apply by changing the 

position of the treatment table [6]. 

 

The CBCT images provide soft tissue anatomy information and are used to correct the set up 

errors and positioning deviations caused by internal organ motion by using a 3D-3D matching 

technique. That means acquired CBCT images are compared with the planning CT images 

than the deviation of setup verifies and corrects by radiographer which moves the treatment 

table to the right treatment position [3, 6].   
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Picture 5: Shows the direction of human body 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 The On-Board Imager system  
The Varian On-Board Imager® (OBI) is an in room kV systems, mounted orthogonal on the 

treatment gantry of a high energy medical linear accelerator. The OBI system is consists of 

multiple components which reside in the treatment and control room. The components in the 

control room include an On-Board Imager workstation, called the OBI- workstation and an 

OBI -control console. The OBI-components in the treatment room include OBI- arms, a kilo-

voltage source (kVS) and a kilo-voltage detector (kVD). The OBI-arms are two robotic arms 

which move and are constructed similar to human arms. One of the arms holds a kVS and the 

other one hold a kVD. A third robotic arm are also exists that holds a Mega Voltage (MV) 

imager [3].  

 

Picture 6: Shows a Linear Accelerator, Clinac ix 2100, with an OBI, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, Ca, 

USA. 
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2.1.1 The Kilo Voltage Source 

The Kilo Voltage Source (kVS) consists of an X- ray tube, which generates the X- ray beam, 

and an X- ray collimator, that shapes the beam. 

2.1.2 The X- ray tube  

The X- ray tube is a device which consists of a cathode assembly (negative electrode) and an 

anode assembly (positive electrode) enclosed with an envelope, incased in a protective cover. 

The cathode assembly consists of tungsten filament and a negatively charged focusing cup. 

The filament is a small coil thin tungsten wire which by passing an electrical current of about 

10 Ampere (A) through it, heating it up to approximately 2200° C. By heating the wire-

filament electrons are released in a process called thermal emission. The vacuum between 

cathode and anode, maintained by the enveloped, and the potential difference between 

cathode and anode, enables that the liberated electrons leave the cathode with a velocity of 

around half the speed of light and accelerate towards the anode. These fast moving electrons 

are called incident electrons. The negative charged focusing cup is designed to house the 

filament and to narrow the incident electron stream as it heads for the anode. The accelerating 

potential difference (voltage) between the cathode and anode, is between 30 -150 kV. This 

potential difference drives the current of electrons from the filament to the anode across the 

X- ray tube with 0.5 -1000 mA [4, 5, 7]. 

The portion of anode where the incident electrons impact, and the X- ray photon produce 

from, is referred to as focal spots. For achieving the highest quality of X- ray images, the 

targets volume, which X- ray photon emerges from, should be as small as possible. To reduce 

the apparent size of focal spot, the line-focus Principe applies, which means that the target of 

the X- ray tube is mounted at a steep angel with respect to the direction of impinging electron. 

Most X- ray tubes use an anode angel between 6° and 17°. The OBI-systems X- ray tube has 

an anode angel of 14°and two focal spots, one with the size of 0.4 mm, and another with the 

size of 0.8 mm. The OBI software enables the selection of focal spots size [3, 5, 7].  
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Figure 3: Shows an X- ray tube and its power supplies 

2.1.3 The X- ray spectrum 

When the incidents electrons strike an anode target, they convert their kinetic energy to the 

atom of the target and this interaction produce X- ray photons. There are two types of 

interactions that lead to production of diagnostic X- ray photons range, Bremsstrahlung and 

Characteristic interactions [10, 5].  

Bremsstrahlung interaction occur when the incident electron interact with force field of 

nucleus, and this interaction causes the electron to slow down (breaks) and change its course 

and results that the electron loses energy and change its direction. The energy lost, during this 

brake is emitted as X- ray photons called Bremsstrahlung photons. Characteristic interaction 

occurs when incident electron liberate an inner shell electron and creates a "hole". This 

interaction makes atom unstable and force an electron from outer shell to fill the created hole 

which results an emission of X- ray photon.  In diagnostic X- ray range most X- ray photons 

are created by Bremsstrahlung interaction [10, 4]. 
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Figure 4: Shows an X- ray spectrum [13]. 

2.1.4 The filtration 

A number of X- ray photons emitted by anode have low energy (under 30keV) and do not 

contribute to the X- ray images; instead they expose the patient to unnecessary radiation. 

These low energy photons can be eliminated by insertion of filters. Aluminum is usually used 

as filtering material and the filtration are expressed in terms of the thickness of aluminum 

equivalency (AI/Eq). Filtration is also expressed in the term of the Half-Value Layer (HVL) 

[4]. Filtration can roughly be divided in two types, the inherent or added filtration, depending 

on where the filtration is occurred. If filtration occurs as a result of composition of the X- ray 

tube and its housing, it is called inherent filter, otherwise it is considered as added filtration 

[4, 5, 10].  

Added filters are sometimes used for solving problems as an unequal absorption within the 

subject and makes the overall absorption of the beam more equal and delivers a more uniform 

X- ray exposure to the detector, these filters are called Compensation filters [3, 4, 10]. 

2.1.5 The X- ray collimator 

In order to reduce the field view and cause less scattered radiation to the patient a collimator 

is used. The scatter radiation reduces the image contrast therefore the usage of collimator also 

improves the image quality by reducing the scattered radiation; the figure 8 shows the 

collimator geometry in Varian’s OBI system [3, 4].  
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Figure 5: Shows the collimator of kV Source [9: p.67] 
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2.2 The X- ray interaction with the patient 

The X- ray photons on their way through the patient undergo an interaction or an attenuation 

process before they are captured by an image receptor. The attenuation is a reduction in the 

number of X- ray photons. The degree of attenuation depends on the materials attenuation 

coefficient (µ) and the thickness of the material. The difference in attenuation between 

different media gives an increase to contrast in the X- ray image. The photons may pass 

through unaffected, be completely absorbed or change the direction and lose their energy, be 

scattered. The two most important X- ray interactions in diagnostic radiography are 

photoelectric effect (PE), when photons are totally absorbed and the Compton scatter, when 

the photons lose a part of their energy and travel in a new direction. The scattered photons 

participate in an additional tissue interaction or reached the detector and degrade image 

quality. There is important to be aware of differences in attenuation coefficient µ for different 

material in the body and taking into account that attenuation coefficient is not constant for the 

different X- ray energies to have an understanding of the provided X- ray image 

characteristic. For example air provides relatively negligible attenuation, while the bone 

provides more significant attenuation and tissues provide an intermediate amount. As a result, 

bone can generate relatively high attenuation at lower X- ray energies and their X- rays 

shadows can interfere with the visualization of the lung fields. Increasing the X- ray energy, 

by increasing the kV, will increase bone penetrability and reduce their shadowing effect. The 

overall result is a change of features associated with different regions in the image histogram 

[4]. 

 

Figure 6: Shows schematic picture of 1. Absorbed radiation 2. Penetrate radiation 3. Scattered radiation 
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2.2.1 The Kilo Voltage Detector 

As mentioned above the X- ray beam travels through a patient and hence the X- ray photons 

which are not absorbed by the target reach the image receptor. The kVD uses an indirect 

conversion technique to acquire a digital radiographic image. The kVD includes a flat panel 

imager, with an active rectangular imaging area of 40 x 30 cm², consisting of  a 2048 ×1536 

pixels and an anti-scatter grid. The kVD includes amorphous silicon (a-Si: H), photodiodes 

and a thin film transistor (TFT). Since the amorphous Silicon is not a good absorber of keV 

X- ray photons and cannot directly convert the keV X- ray photons into photons in the eV 

range, in order to generate electric charge at the photodiode, a scintillator is needed. A 

scintillator is a phosphor layer made of Thallium doped cesium iodide CsI (TI) which absorbs 

the X- ray photons and converts them into visible light. The Scintillator emits the light 

isotropically, which can reduce the spatial resolution. To minimizing the light spread and 

channel the light toward the amorphous silicon photodiode, the CsI is constructed as 

structured needlelike crystals. When the light reaches the amorphous silicon photodiodes, it 

converts to an electronic signal. The amorphous silicon flat panel uses a TFT for the 

electronic readout; it is a switch that connects the photodiode with the data line. This switch, 

the TFT, changes state when is tapped by the gain line. At that moment the charge piled up at 

the photodiode flows to the data line. Picture 9, it explains the action of the TFT. It collects 

the electronic charge when a gate is activated, signals send to a computer for displaying [4, 8, 

12]. 
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Picture 7: Shows the Flat panel detector signal chain [8: p3] 

 

Picture 8: shows the cross sectional and internal architecture of flat panel detector [8, p4] 
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Picture 9: Shows Cross Sectional and internal architecture of flat panel detector [15: p13] 
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2.2.2 The exposure factors 

The emission of X- rays from an X- ray tube is affected by a number of factors. These factors 

affect the X- ray quality and quantity.  The factors that are depended on the tube design or 

construction cannot easily change. In contrast, it is other factors called exposure factors that 

are directly under control of the radiographer. These factors are tube current, exposure time, 

tube potential and distance (SID) which are measured or displayed in Milliamperage- second, 

Kilovoltage (kV) and inches. The X- ray tub current, is the number of electrons that travels 

from Cathode to Anode per second. Milliamperage- second (mAS) is a product of tube 

current and exposure time. It can simply describe by an equation of 

              (2) 

The X- ray quantity, the amount of X- ray photons in the useful beam, is directly proportional 

to (mAs). The Kilo voltage unit (KV) is the potential difference (voltage) between filament 

and the X- ray tubes target.  Increasing of kV leads to the increment of the intensity and 

energy of X- rays beams which result to a greater penetrability. It affects the X- ray beam 

quality in the other words the distance an X- ray beam can travels in a material is affected by 

kV value. Geometry of the X- ray system is affecting the amount of the X- ray photon which 

hit the digital detector. The d expressed usually in SID (Source to Image receptor Distance), 

considering distance and its impact on the intensity, the intensity of the X- ray beam varies 

with change of the distance from the tube. The X- ray intensity will decrease as the distance 

from the tube is increased [4, 5].  
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2.3 Image quality   

The term image quality is the overall manifestation of an image and its suitability for a special 

purpose. The image quality is generally described by contrast, spatial resolution and noise. In 

this project kV- images are used for boney match and are required to ensure an accurate 

patient set up in radiation therapy. Furthermore, these images are not meant to be used in a 

diagnostic fashion. Therefore the spatial resolution of an image, which is the ability to 

distinguish small details, is not necessary to evaluate. However contrast and noise are the 

image quality parameters that have more relevance in this project. 

2.3.1 Image contrast 

Contrast is the ability to differentiate the gray values between adjacent areas in an image. An 

image is apprehensible for human eyes because providing an adequate contrast. The 

differences in grey levels can be displayed on a monitor, with grey values ranging from clear 

white through various shades of gray to black which is called dynamic range. An image with 

a high contrast has great difference between adjacent areas and conversely an image with poor 

contrast has less of these differences [10]. 

2.3.2 Image noise 

The image noise is random background information that is detected by image receptor but 

does not contribute to the image quality. Image noise has inverse relationship to contrast. 

Increase noise decreases the image contrast and vice versa. The sources of image noise in 

digital imaging are electronic, structure and anatomical and quantum noise. The noise index is 

measured by signal to noise ratio (SNR) and contrast to noise ratio (CNR).The SNR is 

measure of power of a desired signal relative to power of background noise, defines by an 

equation of 

 

    
       

      
 (3) 

 

The CNR describes an object size independent measure of the signal level in the presence of 

noise. The CNR is given by  

 

    
       

  
 (4) 
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The    and    are signal intensities for signal producing structure A and B in a ROI and    is 

the standard deviation of the image noise. High SNR specify little noise in an image and high 

CNR indicate a high contrast in an image [10].  

2.4 Histogram   

An image can be considered as a spatial map of the gray values. In our case, we have to do 

with the two dimensional spatial maps of the gray values.  In this project the two dimensional 

spatial maps of gray values are in the focus. In fact, there are ways to summarize some 

properties of an image, such as histograms.  A histogram is a correspondence of the number 

of pixels in an image that shows a specific gray value. Contrast can be expressed by the 

appearance of the peaks and sinks as well as their widths in the histograms. Histogram where 

peaks tend to be constricted in a short span of gray values i.e. has a narrow shapes, shows an 

image with poor contrast, while the histogram where peaks tend to be spread in a broad span 

of gray value corresponding  an image with a good contrast (Picture 10).  A common 

procedure to increase the contrast is histogram equalization, which means a broadening of the 

range of grey levels displayed in an acquired image. Analyses of histogram alone are not 

suitable for pattern recognition but it falls outside the scope of this work. The appearance of 

peak and sinks in a histograms can be affected by different exposure parameters involved in 

the acquisition of the image, such, kV, mAs and field size [16]. 
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Picture 10: Shows four basic image types: dark, light, low contrast, high contrast, and their corresponding 

histograms [16: p121]. 
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2.4.1 Factors influencing contrast 

The term of contrast can be described in an image receptor contrast and a subject contrast. 

The image receptor contrast depends on the characteristic of the receptor such as radiation 

dose sensitivity, material and constructions which are not controlled by the user. The subject 

contrast depends on density difference of the X- ray beams after the attenuation through the 

patient. Several factors affecting subject contrast such as kVp, mAS, focal spot size, anode 

heel effect, SID, filtration, beam restriction (collimation), anatomical part and grids. In 

radiographic imaging the Kilo voltage peak unit (kVp) is considered as control and 

Milliamperage - second (mAS) as influencing factor of image contrast. 

The kVp is the potential difference (voltage) between filament and the X- ray tubes target.  

Increasing of kVp leads to the increment of the intensity and energy of X- rays beams passing 

through the object which result to a greater penetrability and simultaneously leads to 

increasing of the scattered radiation which can reduce the image’s contrast. On the other hand 

decreasing of the kVp leads to contrast improvement providing an adequate number of 

photons pass through. The kVp regulates the ratio of photoelectric effect (which improves 

contrast) to Compton scattering (which degrades image contrast), and this ratio has a big 

influence on the final contrast. The influencing factor mAS as mentioned earlier is a product 

of tube current and exposure time, described by equation (2). The X- ray tube current (mA) 

that is the number of electrons that travels from Cathode to Anode, mAs determines the noise 

in the image [10]. 

An important aspect in the image creation on Varian flat panel detectors is their operational 

modes. For kilo voltage imaging the PAXSCAN has several readout modes based on the 

current at the detector that are: 

1. High sense fluoroscopy: current determined with 15 fps and 0.5 pF capacitors. 

2. Normal fluoroscopy: current determined with 30 fps and 0.5 pF capacitors. 

3. High sense full resolution: current determined with 7.5 fps and 0.5 pF capacitors. 

4. Dual gain high range: current determined with 15 fps and 0.5/4 pF capacitors. 

5. High dose full resolution: current determined with 7.5 fps and 4 pF capacitors. 
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However, mode 4 is the one used in planar kV imaging for matching on line (i.e. with the 

patient on the treatment couch), for this reason a further investigation of the other read out 

modes is not done here. 

The dual gain increases the dynamic range of detector. The gain of the whole detector is 

preset in the installation and calibration process. Basically the dual gain is based upon reading 

the latent image with two different types of capacitors, those of 0.5 pF and others with 4pF 

(i.e. high and low signals). According to Varian the decision of which set of capacitors will be 

used is made at Varian’s detector panel (PAXSCAN) depending on the local current affecting 

on the panel 

 To clarify how dual gain mode works, as an example, by choosing the thorax Lateral mode it 

is  preset a combination of peak potential at the X- ray tube (kVp),  current into the target 

(mA),  pulse length (ms) and an expected signal (or expected latent image) that will influence 

to the detector. This latent image can be seen as a current emerging from the object, and this 

current is in many cases very different from the mAs (current) released by the target of the X- 

ray unit. The detector uses the dual gain mode and will adapt the latent image current in order 

to insure that the proper signals are read out with the intention to enhance the image contrast 

[17, 18].   
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3 TEST PROCEDURE 

A great deal of work in this project is focused on the lateral views of the anthropomorphic 

phantom, since these are the ones that tend to have more quality problems even when an 

optimized look-up table from Varian is applied. The Look up table is a tool that is used in the 

image processing field which change the raw image information and provide an appropriate 

appearance of brightness and contrast of the image. 

 

Picture 11: Shows an anthropomorphic phantom (anatomic tissue equivalent phantom) 

The reason is that from this lateral view we usually want to see objects deeply buried in the 

body (such as vertebra) where photons have to transverse between 20 and 30 cm of material 

(lung, adipose tissue, bone).  In other situations as the frontal view, we want to see for 

example, the Sternum bone, close the patient contour where the photons need to transverse 

merely 10 cm of material.  

1. Initially to identify and study the image quality problems a review of previously 

produced patient kV- images in the thorax region were done off line. 
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Picture 12: Shows two orthogonal Thorax images 

2. Secondly a test patient was created on Eclipse treatment planning system and a CT- 

image set were performed on a chest anthropomorphic phantom.  

3. A target was defined on the CT images and a treatment plan was created. Next a set of 

DRRs were created by the Eclipse. 

4.  The DRRs and the treatment plane were exported to the treatment room. 

5.  A series of lateral images with full open field with varying kVp in steps of 5kV and 

with the mAs fixed at 100 were performed. The same procedure was repeated with the 

same ramping of kVp were acquired for mAs 80, 60, 40 and 20.  

All the images in this project are taken with the PAXSCAN (OBI) system of a Clinac iX/2300 

CD. Initial tests were also performed by the OBI of a True Beam linear accelerator (Varian 

Medical Systems). However, the OBI system in this type of accelerators is not based on the 

PAXSCAN detector panel and their dynamic gain range is not based on the dual gain method. 

Therefore this type of detector is left to work with for future projects. 
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4 MATERIAL ANALYSIS 

A  Mat lab script was created as a tool for analysis of images contrast. This script was used to 

providing a histogram for each image. As is mentioned earlier by analyses the shape of a 

histogram we can asses an image contrast. The histograms of the images are those of the 

image generated by the PAXSCAN before the application of any LUT. In this way, we are 

trying to determine which images would perform better under the LUTs. An underexposed or 

overexposed image can be marginally getting its contrast improved by the application of 

LUTs on the principle of “rubbish in, rubbish out”  

As mentioned earlier the aim is to analyze the pixel values of each image in its histogram 

form and to analyze their shifts with varying kVp.  

An algorithm for data retrieval from images and its processing has been implemented in 

Matlab 6.5. The algorithm is designed to read the pixel values (14 bits each) and process the 

histogram of the gray levels for batch of images. The histogram for each image is unique in 

the way that only the combination of nominal kVp, nominal mAs, field size and flat panel 

gain response to the impinging photon fluence image (local mAs) results in that histogram. 

The peaks and sinks of each histogram are located by first normalizing each histogram to the 

maximum grey value. By doing this we are defining the probability of occurrence or 

occupation of grey level gk: 

       
  

 
  (6) 

Where nk is the number of pixels with grey level gk and n is the total number of pixels in the 

image. Next, the normalized histogram is smoothed by a mean filter, that is to say, bin nk at 

gk is replaced by the mean of the occupation levels of 10 bins below and above gk: 

   
 

  
      

    
    (7) 

Equation 7 requires a single FOR LOOP per bin nk. Strictly speaking a median filter would 

be less sensitive to extreme values and the features of a histogram would be better preserved. 

A median filter is computationally much more demanding than a mean filter for it requires the 

same FOR LOOP as the mean filter plus an inner IF conditional to compare, one by one all 

the elements of the selected neighborhood of bin nk so that they can be put in increasing 

order. Once this is done then the median of those bins can be identified. However, for our 
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purposes of localizing maxima and minima in the histograms a mean filter can match the 

performance of the mean filter if we are mainly interested in the location of peaks and sinks in 

the histogram. See Figure 7 and Figure 8 for a comparison of mean and median filters and the 

computing times. 

 

Figure 7: Difference between mean (20 bins) and median (15 bins) filters in the upper grey level region of an 

image with very low mAs (0.64 mAs). Elapsed times for the median and mean filters were 145 and 0.3 seconds 

respectively (Matlab 6.5, W7 with corei5 vPro). Image is taken with the OBI of a True Beam linear 

accelerator. 
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Figure 8:  Difference between mean (20 bins) and median (15 bins) filters in a histogram in an image taken 

with nominal 105 kVp and 100 mAs .Elapsed time for the median and mean filters were 95 and 0.16 seconds 

respectively (Matlab 6.5, W7 with corei5 vPro). Image is taken with the OBI of a Clinac linear accelerator. 

Histograms should be represented as in the previous two figures. However, in order to 

simplicity and clarity, the histogram will be plot as point graph for the rest of the report. This 

is defensible because of the amount data of different cases that we will be dealing with. 

1. Open a batch of DICOM images (batch denotes a given mAs)  

2. Generate the histograms for each image (each image represents a given kVp) 

3. Normalize each histogram to its maximum value  

4. Filter histogram (smoothing) with a mean over 20 bins filter (as equation 7) 

5. Display the set of images and their histograms. 

Search for the locations of maxima and minima above a threshold of grey level occupation 

and ignoring local maximum and minima that fall within a tolerance level of occupation level. 

The search is by direct comparison of a given occupation level nk at grey level gk with the 

occupation levels of subsequent grey levels gk+1 , gk+2 and so on. A given nk becomes a 
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peak (or a sink) if all grey levels within a neighborhood have lower (or higher) occupation 

levels.  

6. Display the histograms with the identified maxima and minima. 

7. Plot the shift (and emergence) of maxima as kVp is varied. 

One of the challenges when looking for the maxima and minima in the normalized histograms 

is to use a tolerance (minimum difference in nk values between different bins for them to be 

considered to be in peak to sink ratio) that enable us to search for them without missing all of 

them but neither considering every second bin a peak or a sink. To emphasize this point let us 

look up for a tolerance level of 0.11 in a normalized scale of occupation levels. In this 

situation only a peak is considered a peak if it differs by 0.11 or more from two sinks (one to 

the right and one to the left. The first and last bins are considered sinks). The use this 

tolerance is adequate to detect most important peaks and sinks in histograms with jaggy 

features (see blue histograms in Figure 9, which in turn are the results of noise amplification 

(detector working with high gain). However, this tolerance is too high if we are to detect 

important peaks in images created with low gain mode (see green histograms in Figure 9). To 

prevent this problem two tolerance levels are used modified to the low gain and high gain 

image sets. 

 

Figure 9: Large tolerance for peak and sink detection results in missing peaks in histograms from low gain 

images. Nominal current is 100 mAs.  
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On the other hand, a tolerance level of for instance of 0.035 is used, then the missing peaks 

for the 60 to 75 kVp cases feature beautifully at the expense of cramming the other 

histograms with too many “peaks and sinks” (See Figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10: Low tolerance for peak and sink detection results in flooding with peaks and sinks in noisy 

histograms from high gain images. Nominal current is 100 mAs.  
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5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Study case 1: Nominal 100 mAs in open field and varying peak potential (kVp). 

 

Figure 11: Histogram changes for different nominal kVp. Histograms are normalized to the bin with 

maximum number of occupation. Maxima (squares) and minima (circles) identified with a tolerance of 0.15 

in the occupation scale P for the case of the 100 mAs. 

 

 

Figure 12: Each image (left) and its corresponding histogram. Regions A and B are identified in the 

histogram along with the emergence of the saturation peak S at 95kVp. 

 

The evolution of the maxima is summarized in Figure 13. The distance from each peak to the 

maximum of the grey scale is plot. It can be seen the evolution of this peaks as the nominal 
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peak potential is increased with its subsequent spread (increase dynamic range). However, the 

desired effect is to stretch out the distance between peaks and keeping the first peak in the 

same position in the grey scale. Under this conditions we can conclude that the case of 95 

kVp (black) product the best inherent contrast (before the application of a LUT).  

It is worth noting that as soon as the saturation peak S showing up (100 kVp) the overall 

effect on the first peaks is that of a shift towards it. Eventually, if the potential is increased the 

saturation peak S acts as an “attractor” i.e. the S peak becomes so prominent that at some 

point the histogram is normalized after it see Figure 11. As soon as this happens the other 

peaks are shifted to the lower pixel values with lower probabilities of occupation levels. The 

combine of these peaks with peak S leads to an image with no contrast a nearly binary (white 

or black) 

 

Figure 13: Evolution of the maxima with increasing peak potential for nominal 100 mAs. Note the net  

attractive effect of saturation peak S on the other peaks. 
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Study case 2: Nominal 80 mAs in open field and varying peak potential (kVp). 

 

Figure 14: Histogram changes for different nominal kVp. Histograms are normalized to the bin with 

maximum number of occupation. Maxima (squares) and minima (circles) identified with a tolerance of 0.15 

in the occupation scale P for the case of the 80 mAs. 

 

 

Figure 15: Each image (left) and its corresponding histogram. Labels for regions A B and S only display for 

the case of 105 kVp, but they follow through the remaining cases.  
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Figure 16: Evolution of the maxima with increasing peak potential for nominal 80 mAs. Saturation peak 

shows up at100 kVp. 

The largest stretching (increase in range) between peaks occurs at 95 kVp (black).The 

saturation peak S starts being present at 100 kVp. The attractive effect (collapsing of medium 

peaks onto the S peak) of this peak is less obvious as in the case of 100 mAs. 
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Study case 3: Nominal 60 mAs in open field and varying peak potential (kVp). 

 

Figure 17: Histogram changes for different nominal kVp. Histograms are normalized to the bin with 

maximum number of occupation .Maxima (squares) and minima (circles), Case of the 60 mAs. 

 

 

Figure 18:  Each image (left) and its corresponding histogram. Labels for regions A B and S only display for 

the case of 100 kVp, but they follow through the remaining cases.  
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Figure 19: Evolution of the maxima with increasing peak potential for nominal 60 mAs. Saturation peak 

shows up at 105 kVp. 

The best dynamic range of medium peaks occurs at between 95 kVp (red) and 100 kVp 

(black), just before the S peaks shows up at 105 kVp although the net attractive effect of the S 

peak is even less strong as in the case of 80 mAs. This can be seen in Figure 17 by looking at 

the size of this peak when it first appears at 105 kVp. It is important to note that the drop in 

mAs has to be compensated by the penetrating power of the beam, hence the shift towards a 

higher kVp (100 in contrast with the 95 for the 100 mAs and 80 mAs cases) just before 

saturation. 
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Study case 4: Nominal 40 mAs in open field and varying peak potential (kVp). 

 

Figure 20: Histogram changes for different nominal kVp. Histograms are normalized to the bin with 

maximum number of occupation. Maxima (squares) and minima (circles). Case of the 40 mAs. 

 

 

Figure 21: Each image (left) and its corresponding histogram. Labels for regions A B and S only display for 

the case of 110 kVp, but they follow through the remaining cases. 
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Figure 22: Evolution of the maxima with increasing peak potential for nominal 40 mAs. Saturation peak 

shows up at 115 kVp. 

The saturation peak S appears at 115 kVp, but a quick look to Figure 21 will show that this 

peak weights little compared with the others. In principle we should avoid any hint of 

saturation but the image taken with 115 kVp has gained more range in for the middle peaks 

than the case of 110 kVp. In both cases the first peak (left most) lies nearly at the same 

position, so this makes the case of 110 kVp more qualified to become the best image for the 

40 mAs case. Note that it takes higher nominal potential to obtain a noticeable smearing out 

of the first three peaks  
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Study case 5: Nominal 20 mAs in open field and varying peak potential (kVp). 

 

Figure 23: Histogram changes for different nominal kVp. Histograms are normalized to the bin with 

maximum number of occupation. Maxima (squares) and minima (circles). Case of the 20 mAs. 

 

 

Figure 24: Each image (left) and its corresponding histogram. Labels for regions A B displayed for the case 

of 120 kVp, but they follow through the remaining cases. 
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Figure 25: Evolution of the maxima with increasing peak potential for nominal 20 mAs. No Saturation peak 

present. 

In the case of nominal 20 mAs the current of photons impinging on the detector is relatively 

small and large areas of the images an underexposed. As a result, the regular increase of 

nominal kVp does not lead to the saturation peak of the previous cases. However, the increase 

in the dynamic range is also very slow. 

By looking at Figure 24 and Figure 25 it can be argued that image with better inherent 

contrast is that of 120 kVp (white) although it does not have an impressive quality difference 

with that of 95 kVp (black). Note that the peak representing image edge A is not present for 

the 65 kVp case see Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Severe under exposition for the 60 kVp and 20 mAs case. Edge peak A missing. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

It is possible to select the range of optimal acquisition parameters for the image acquisition by 

inspection of the histograms and by following the evolution of the various peaks under 

changes of kVp and mAs. Images acquired with this optimized parameters will perform better 

under the application of a given LUT. The optimal image contrast is achieved by a 

compromising between the kVp and mAs value in order to providing the expected signal onto 

the digital detector. There is important to be aware that current study has focus on the user 

controlled parameter which can affect the image quality and these factors are well assessed 

here. The evaluation of images showed that the predefined protocol by Varian with default 

value of 95kVp and 40mAs is the optimal value of the choice for the system to provide an 

optimal image contrast in this current case. However this study gives a better understanding 

of the technical potential and restriction of the system. Such as kVD and kVS potential and 

limitation. That is also important to take into account that this project is based on kV-images 

acquired in a chest tissue equivalent phantom. The phantom has a homogenous tissue and is 

fixed as compare to a patient who has more variation for radiation attenuation and has organ 

motion. The impact of collimation of radiation field is not assessed in the field of this study 

which is a factor that could improve the image contrast significantly 
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